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 Abstract 
Background 
The NHS Pathways (NHSP) medical call triage system is employed by UK ambulance services. One function is 
to identify a broad category of ‘high-acuity calls’, distinguishing them from those that do not require an 
emergency response. A new pre-triage screening tool, Nature of Call (NoC), designed to augment NHSP could 
be employed as a rapid initial sieve of broad acuity. 
Objectives 
To identify the accuracy of NHSP (and NoC) in recognising patients who require an emergency ambulance 
response (and therefore those who may not). 
Methods 
Diagnostic accuracy. The sample is a retrospective cohort of consecutive calls, over a 4 month period, to a UK 
ambulance service. Sensitivity and specificity were determined, comparing allocated NoC and NHS Pathways 
priority dispositions with a composite reference standard comprised of administered medications, procedures, 
observations and clinical impressions associated with high-acuity, as recorded on ambulance electronic Patient 
Clinical Records. 
Results 
A total of 1 87 408 emergency calls were received. Of these, 71 373 were allocated both NoC and NHSP priority 
dispositions and were associated with electronic Patient Clinical Records. 40 997 (57%) of these patients met 
the high-acuity reference criteria. NHSP, sensitivity=98.1% (95% CI 98.0 to 98.2); specificity=5.9% (95% CI 
5.6 to 6.1). NoC, sensitivity=84.0% (95% CI 83.7 to 84.4); specificity=26.5% (95% CI 26.0 to 27.0). 
Conclusions 
NHSP is effective in identifying high-acuity patients (as is NoC). Sensitivity analysis therefore supports the this 
function of NHSP and NoC/NHSP to inform initial ambulance dispatch decisions, particularly if NoC 
categorisation is reviewed in the light of subsequent NHSP triage. However, both systems appear to achieve 
high sensitivity by also allocating most low-acuity calls to high-acuity categories. This significantly restricts 
operational application. Only one quarter of low-acuity calls are allocated the lowest priority category by NoC 
and one-in-seventeen by NHSP, severely restricting the group likely to be considered for alternative care 
pathways. 
 
